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In “The Unseen Garden”, the impossible becomes possible. It is a place where all our 
memories, all our recollections – those things we thought we had left behind and lost to 
our childhood – come back, restoring in us our innocence. Here, words are not empty. 
Gestures are not meaningless. This garden, which is in each of us, is waiting for us, 
waiting to feed our emotions, to fill us with passion and admiration, to leave us finally 
found, loved and cared for. Nothing here is useless. No deed is wasted. It is the garden of 
ourselves without our scars.

Tour

Florence Dance Festival │ Firenze │ Italia
Teatro Comunale │ Vicenza │ Italia
Dance Festival │ Chur │ Svizzera
Teatro Goldoni │ Livorno │ Italia
Ulm Move │ Ulm │ Germania
Kultur Tempel │ Karlsruhe │ Germania
Teatro Solis │ Montevideo │ Uruguay
Tour Sud -America │ Uruguay 
Festival Invito alla Danza │ Roma │ Italia
Teatro Vascello │ Roma │ Italia
TanzTage Festival │ Regensburg │ Germania
Festival CAP 10100 │ Torino │ Italia
Musica in Castello │ Fontanellato │ Italia



Festival Corpi in movimento │ Sassari │ Italia
Shakespeare Theater │ Washington │ USA
Teatro Verdi │ Pisa │ Italia
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